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Abstract

Pugglit Inu is a new meme coin project set to revolutionize cryptocurrency exchange. The name,
“Pugglit” came up as a combination of a most delightful breed of dog, the puggle, and the
loveable piglet. Pugglit combines the strong characteristics of both animals: the loyalty,
affectionate nature, and strength of the pug, and the bravery and intelligence of the piglet.This
masterful combination enables the token to stand strong and unbending despite the situation of
other assets in the digital market. The project is expected to revolutionize the decentralized
finance exchange system as it launches.

Figure 1: The Piglet and The Puggle

The Pugglit Inu initiative will launch a new era of meme coins, just as was the case when the
popularity of meme currencies exploded in 2020. Pugglit Inu is a novel solution to many
crypto-related problems such as accessibility, flexibility, transaction costs, and security. The
following are some of the stand-out offerings included with the Pugglit Inu project.

Pugglit Inu Token Incentive

Pugglit Inu will offer virtual asset owners a new digital meme token to encourage its widespread
use in a decentralized, secure, and environmentally sustainable platform. Users are rewarded
with set token amounts for transactions and offers claimed to encourage more people to join the
network.

Pugglit Swap

The project will have a decentralized and secure platform for token owners to exchange Pugglit
tokens for other tokens and trade freely among themselves.

Pugglit Basket

Pugglit Inu offers a secure wallet where token holders can store earned tokens. It will feature
powerful cryptographic security and a user-friendly interface. Users can also track their
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transactions, rewards, token usage, token balance, and contemporary token market valuations
from their wallets without challenges.

Pugglit n U

Pugglit n U is the top-notch customer service system that will allow users to make queries about
the project and seek help on issues arising.
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Legal Disclaimer
All information on this document is subject to review, upgrade, and change.

This whitepaper is the intellectual and legal property of the Pugglit Inu tokenized platform, and it
contains concise and relevant information on the function and establishment of the platform.
Furthermore, it informs the potential user of all the protocols involved in making transactions on
Pugglit Inu, guiding them to make informed financial decisions.

This platform will, on no account, bear the liability of the future dysfunction of any of the systems
that are mentioned in this document or the viability of any token stated here, as well as the
functioning of the entire platform. We advise that all potential investors and users should consult
their legal professionals before making financial decisions or commitments through this platform.

This document does not serve as a piece of financial advice to users that seek to base their
transactions or asset transfer solely on the information stated in the document. The whitepaper
only serves to enlighten potential users on general information about the platform. The user
must not see this document as an offer to buy or make transactions with the Pugglit Inu platform
or tokens.

Agreeing to utilize Pugglit Inu to make transactions implies that you approve of the
decentralized finance ecosystem used on the platform and will contribute to building this
community without selfish interests.

We advise that every potential investor reads through the details of this document and
understands that this is not an invitation to make transactions or form an alliance with the
platform. The information on this platform is not exhaustive and does not serve as a prospectus
for this platform. This platform is not under any obligation to bear the losses or offer
compensation to investors that incur losses from the direct use of the information contained in
this whitepaper.

All potential investors seeking to make transactions using Pugglit Inu must carry out a thorough
investigation of the current financial state of the tokens used on this platform and gain an
adequate understanding of the protocols that this platform employs in the running of the crypto
community. Pugglit Inu will take no responsibility for coercing or encouraging the actions of any
investor or holder in making transactions using this platform. The information on this whitepaper
is subject to change and should not be considered fully factual and accurate because it
represents the market value and the state of this token in the decentralized finance market
when creating this document.

The entire management of Pugglit Inu will not take any responsibility for the future viability of the
tokens in this document or its launching success. And although we have sourced the
information in this document from reliable sources, we will not bear the liabilities of any
damages incurred due to the use of any of the information stated in this document.
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None of the members of this platform, associate member, or management team has the
permission to coordinate or stage meetings, symposia, or any form of training that aims at
informing the details of the platform. This information includes details of its operation and the
services it provides or the viability of the available tokens on the platform until they have
express instruction to do so. Hence, we may take legal actions against any individual who
shares information about Pugglit Inu without license or permission.

Tax

All investors and users that purchase tokens from Pugglit Inu must meet up with all tax
obligations of the platform in correspondence with the tax laws of their states or countries. Every
deduction made on user payments to the platform or purchase of token is in deference to the
tax services of the state or country and is not the sole decision of the Pugglit Inu management
team. Every user or investor that wants to make transactions on the Pugglit Inu platform must
be well aware of this.

Caution

The information that is contained in this whitepaper is a prediction of what to expect on the
Pugglit Inu platform. They are not proven facts and should not be used as facts in any wise,
except they have been confirmed. Furthermore, the information included in this document may
change due to the effects of risks, the ever-changing Crypto market, and other uncontrollable
factors. And so, it is imperative that all potential investors and users understand in detail the
risks associated with the purchase of tokens from Pugglit Inu, and not that some of the
predictions stated in this document may never come to play or may play out differently. Thus,
the users are advised not to rely heavily on the information contained in this document, as the
platform bears no liability if any of the said information becomes obsolete or actualizes
differently.

Pugglit Inu does not guarantee the success of any of the details of this document. So, no
individual on the team or the team will bear the losses incurred if any user or investor uses the
details of this document in making financial decisions.

We advise that every potential user or investor carry out a detailed investigation of the platform
and the protocols of token transactions. This must include the risks and benefits that this market
involves. Understanding the market details will help the user make informed financial decisions
while purchasing, selling, or making transactions using the Pugglit Inu platform.

Proceeding to read this whitepaper implies that you agree with the stated conditions and you will
abide by all the terms of this platform.

Welcome!
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Background

As the twentieth century enters its third decade, the growing power of internet communities to
disrupt and challenge long-standing political and economic systems remains a clear reality. The
idea of decentralized systems has been cooking in people's minds for quite a while, especially in
economics and finance. However, with the launching of cryptocurrency projects like Bitcoin and
Ethereum, blockchain technology has cemented its place as humanity's biggest stride toward
making decentralization a reality in these areas.

However, these major projects are very inaccessible, especially in their later development. The
average person cannot mine them (they usually require boatloads of processing power to mine,
so they hog up huge amounts of energy), while airdrops remain limited, rare, and often false.
Furthermore, thousands of these crypto coin projects are floating around, most of them never
becoming popular enough to get off the ground. This is what has fed the rise of meme coin
projects, a fast-growing demonstration of the power of online communities to collaborate and
create decentralized stores of value and bases of exchange based on blockchain-enabled
consensus.

Meme coins are a method for internet communities to join the cryptocurrency world on the backs
of popular internet memes. They allow users to earn token rewards and learn about crypto while
mining, transacting, completing offers, or staking tokens.

The popularity of these memes provides the much-needed launchpad for the projects to get off
the ground, as has been the case for Dogecoin and other projects. Unfortunately, most of the
recent projects have been plagued by lax customer service, comparatively higher transaction
fees, lower levels of security, and an absence of the advanced trading tools available on popular
blockchain projects.

The Pugglit Inu project is born out of a desire to provide a solution to these problems. The
project is based on the Pugglit Inu meme, a portmanteau of puggle and piglet. Of course, this is
not merely a name as the coin is modeled after the best qualities of both animals. The project's
meticulous record-keeping and environmental conscientiousness reflect the piggies' remarkable
memory and immaculate hygiene (contrary to popular misconceptions about piggy hygiene). On
the pug side, the project's community-friendliness and customer care initiative mirrors the warm
and affectionate nature of the pug. All of these qualities are brought to bear on the platform.

The project also looks to fortify the safety of wallets and exchanges by offering improved
cryptographic security. It employs a unique proof-of-work algorithm to secure transactions within
the network. Furthermore, Pugglit Inu aims to improve transaction speeds and reduce
transaction fees as much as can be sustained within the framework and the mobile wallet, which
will be optimized for easy but secure access and use in regular transactions.

Finally, it also offers advanced trading tools, including:

● Access to the best trading platform
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● A charting tool

● A news aggregator

● Network statistics

● Trading bots to help customers stay on top of prevailing trends and trade more
effectively

PuggReach

Plans are underway to use the funds realized from initial token sales to expand the reach of the
Pugglit Inu project into other services. One such outreach will be pet services.

Many pet owners are too busy to give their pets the recommended stroll time and some need
someone to watch their pet while they (the owners) are away. Such pet owners face the problem
of difficulty in finding qualified pet walkers or pet sitters to walk or watch their pets for them. This
is especially problematic in big cities where there may not be many means to easily get qualified
individuals to do that job. That is especially because of the risk of hiring someone that doesn’t
care as much as the owner about the pet.

The PuggReach pet services project will meet these pet owners' needs by providing a safe,
secure, and sustainable app platform for linking them with qualified and affordable pet sitters
and pet walkers. The app will be set apart from other apps of the same nature by the fact that it
will be blockchain-based, and hence, more secure. In addition, the platform will serve to solve
the problem of pet abandonment and overcrowded shelters (including the euthanization of
healthy pets as a result) by helping to find new homes for them. This will be done by linking pet
shelters with potential adopters.
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In keeping with the user-friendliness and accessibility initiatives of the Pugglit Inu project, the
pet services app will be made available on Android, Apple, and Windows app stores, in addition
to being designed for great ease of use.

Upon download, users will be able to create a mobile account with the relevant digital identity of
their choice (email, Google, Facebook, or phone number). They can then begin to browse
through well-sorted lists of the most qualified and affordable pet service professionals available
in the area.

Users will be able to directly pay for these services through the PuggReach platform using the
more popular cryptocurrencies or the Pugglit Inu token, $PUGT. In addition to that, the app will
feature reviews and ratings to enable users to rate the services they have received thereby
encouraging improved quality of services.

Finally, the project intends to launch a loyalty and rewards program on the app for pet owners
who make frequent use of the app. So, if you are looking for a safe, affordable, fun-to-use, and
quality-centric app platform to find professional pet care services for your pet, watch out for the
Pugglit Inu pet services app.
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Pugglit Inu Network DAO

The Pugglit Inu Network is a decentralized autonomous organization (DAO) with an established
reserved currency protocol. The reserved currency protocol is based on the platform's utility
token. The project's goal is to bring governance to the community members of the platform and
empower its holders.

An important aspect of the Pugglit Inu network DAO project is to build a currency system
controlled by community policy, where the DAO itself controls the behavior of its token. The
project aims to establish itself as a decentralized cooperative that employs liquidity and existing
token models. That will be a framework for user incentivization and structuring in the Pugglit
community.

The DAO will be registered as a legal entity for long-term purposes and will procure its social
media network soon (on its blockchain technology). The system used in the DAO network will be
optimized for growth and wealth creation.

The Pugglit Network DAO is a protocol-owned liquidity, and high staking rewards program
explicitly designed to control supply expansion. However, until the implementation of the
DAO-governed model and the integration of community members, the core team will be
involved in making decisions about the direction of the token.

Intended market participants of the network DAO must stake or mint tokens to have access to
the governance system of the platform. To claim the rewards or mint by staking your tokens,
simply stake your coins and earn extra tokens in return.

For asset stakes, the rewards will come from supply growth. The network protocol mints new
tokens from the treasury and distributes most of them to the stakers (who are the investors that
approve and verify transactions in the blockchain). One of these rewards is the fact that, for
staking, users are basically exempted from the need for continuously purchasing costly
hardware (e.g. AntsMiner S19, a mining hardware costs $8000) and consuming energy. The
network protocol mints new tokens from the treasury and distributes most of them to the stakers.
For minters, however, the benefit comes from price consistency. They commit capital upfront
and are, in return, given a fixed amount of tokens. The minter's profit depends on the price of
the token when the minted token matures.
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Pugglit Values
Pugglit Inu bases its platform and ecosystem on the following values.

● Community: The inclusion of every platform member is imperative, as every member
has an equal ground to bloom and grow into their best selves. We expect our community
of online members to expand daily as we maximize the skills and ideas everyone brings
to the platform. Token holders, who make up the platform's investors, form a large part of
this community, as well as other teams that ensure the effective and smooth running of
the platform. These various categories of asset holders exchange information that helps
us upgrade and make changes to improve the Pugglit community.

● Permanence: Pugglit Inu is one platform that has the potential for longevity and
permanence. We have various ideas and utilities that set apart our platform and
encourage the users to explore their skills, ideas, and innovations. The Pugglit network
has a variety of products and services available that are designed to help HODLers
succeed. For example, the Pugglit network offers a staking pool that allows HODLers to
earn interest on their holdings. Additionally, the Inu Network provides a number of
resources and tools that can be used to help HODLers make informed decisions about
their investments. Our aim as a community is to become one of the greatest crypto
platforms that exists in the nearest future.

● Trust and Transparency: Each member of the Pugglit Inu community is to have part
ownership of the platform’s resources and take part in its maintenance. We aim to break
the chain of online scams and fraud by building a transparent system, with everyone on
the platform as stakeholders in the governance, and by having reliable professionals
running the system. As a result, we expect that our users will be more comfortable using
the platform to create a long-term relationship based on trust.

● Decentralization: The current world's structures abide by a centralized system, where
only a few make the rules, and everyone else abides by those rules. Within these
structures, people have to fall into several strata that decrease their ability to fulfill their
imaginations and freely dream. In this system, a core entity has authority over security
procedures against fraud and scams. In the event of a problem with the system,
investors may suffer considerable losses.

The decentralized financial ecosystem makes perfect sense since it transfers
decision-making powers from a central entity to all platform members. This ensures that
all members of the Pugglit Inu community are stakeholders in the ecosystem and have a
voice in decision-making, ensuring that the platform is fair to everyone.

Hence, it is essential to create a more refined structure where users of our platform can interact
as equal members of the ecosystem and foster transparency and trust within the platform. This
thought birthed the decentralized economy that we operate within Pugglit. It not only assures
the user of safe transactions but is also super fast and promises more incentives.
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Pugglit Protocol

The Pugglit Inu platform uses the Binance Smart Chain as a reflection token to maximize the
user's profits in both short and long-term usage. Pugglit achieves this by crediting a percentage
bonus to the user on every transaction they carry out using Binance USD. It is an automatic
process that allows a transfer into your wallet after a specific time interval. The platform follows
a strict schedule to build trust in the users, with professionals on every team monitoring the
effective running of the platform.

The Pugglit protocol will feature the following:

● A percentage of all the transactions is set aside as a reward for marketing the platform to
potential users.

● To maintain a stable price floor, a percentage of all transactions goes into the liquidity
pool.

● A percentage of the transactions from this platform will go into a Smart Contract as a
BuyBack reserve. This is a strategic move that prevents bankruptcy or folding up of the
platform.

● The system automatically redistributes a percentage of each transaction to holders on
Binance at a fixed interval.

Pugglit Inu Token

The Pugglit Inu Token, designated as $PUGT, is the utility token of the Pugglit Inu platform. It
sponsors the decentralization of the project using rewards linked to the user's transactions
through decentralized wallets. Pugglit Inu is a fully decentralized system supported by its
community members.

$PUGT is a tradable digital asset of the Pugglit community that represents usage, services, or
assets issued on the project. The Pugglit Inu protocol issues the token to perform a wide range
of functions to the community members while it is traded.

$PUGT is based on the Binance Smart Chain. It has a specific max supply and a decentralized
usage rewards mechanism. The more active Pugglit Inu token users, the more earned rewards.
The token will undergo a third-party security audit in securing members' trust fully to enhance
the communities confidence in the transparency of the token. Transparency is based on the
ability of Pugglit Inu to issue its proof of solvency and its proof of declaration of legitimate
trading volumes.

However, Proof of Solvency (PoS) is a method for users to confirm the number of assets in the
Pugglit token exceeds its obligations without jeopardizing their privacy. Users may determine
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how much token is accessible to them for trading by means of the proof of deposition of
legitimate trading volumes. The investors and community members need proof of solvency
because they need to understand the risk of staking their funds.

The project is also interested in bridging popular cryptocurrency concepts to the mainstream.
Bridging will help spread awareness about the project and the project's potential. Bridging
allows $PUGT holders to assess DeFi concepts not peculiar to a single blockchain system.
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Why Binance?

Binance Smart Chain is a blockchain network built for running smart contract-based applications
to give users the best blockchain technology. Its usage in implementing the Pugglit Inu token is
based on four distinct characteristics: interoperability, governance, fast throughput, and high
security. The Binance Smart Chain uses a blockchain protocol, BEP-20, developed by its team
of professional developers. BSC is one of the most widely used blockchain technologies for
Decentralized Finance (DeFi).

Figure 2: Rating in terms of percentage exchange score

Name Exchange Score Percentage Exchange Score

Binance 9.9 29%

FTX 2 8.4 24%

Coinbase 8.3 24%

Kraken 7.9 23%
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Interoperability allows cross-chain communication between different networks with different
architectures. Cross-chain communication is achieved by enabling the exchange of digital
assets and data. Interoperability also allows the exchange of assets like NFTs across different
blockchain platforms. Data exchange through blockchain networks allows operations executed
in one blockchain to be performed in a separate blockchain network. Launching Pugglit Inu on
BSC ensures dual chain interoperability, allowing cross-chain communication and selling
high-performance dApps to yield a fast transaction rate and smooth user experience. It supports
Ethereum tools in addition to allowing fast and cheap transactions.

The governance of the Binance Smart Chain ensures transparency and decentralization of
assets. The core function of governance is to ensure that rules for instituting the changes are
encoded into the Pugglit Inu project.

The fast throughput of BSC is due to heterogeneous sharding, which allows for speedy
transactions. In addition, sharding reduces latency and data overload by splitting the network
into smaller partitions, enabling the system to process more transactions per second.

High security is a valuable factor that is considered in the choice of BSC. The security is due to
a proof-of-stake relay chain that maintains the network's integrity. This is one of the most
valuable factors for our belief that launching on BSC is the best choice.
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Ecosystem
The Binance Smart Chain (BSC) network is a recognized blockchain platform for the exchange
of digital assets. BSC allows users to carry out transactions extremely fast, and with the BEP
token technology, the security of all investors on the platform is guaranteed. Developers of
Pugglit Inu created it to launch on the Binance Smart Chain to enable free flow of transactions
and a faster transaction rate at a cheaper price.

The BSC system supports all the current tools of Pugglit, and its governance on multi-chain
platforms allows for proper decentralization of assets.

DAO Governance

Pugglit is a DeFi platform governed by a community of enthusiastic members who are all digital
asset owners. Members of the community suggest and welcome different ideas to make Pugglit
Inu one of the best meme coins shortly after launch. In addition, the community shows resilience
and loyalty, both qualities which represent the animals that inspire Pugglit Inu: the pig and the
dog.

Swap and Exchange

Through a token swap/exchange system, different asset holders can exchange/transfer different
tokens through the Pugglit platform from one blockchain network to another.

Pugglit Swap is designed to integrate current traditional fiat currencies existing on DeFi system,
and others to come. The swap system will be built to remain reliable and efficient, even for coins
yet to be developed.

As it will launch on BSC, Pugglit Inu holders can easily facilitate exchanges with other tokens in
a few steps. Furthermore, the swap and exchange program will have unlimited use cases, which
we hope to harness and develop over time.

Token Bridge

Token bridges will enable token holders to take Pugglit tokens from Binance to other blockchain
networks and vice versa. As a result, holders can move $PUGT, other tokens, or data through
different networks quickly and at a low transaction cost.

Since Pugglit Inu is not permanently limited to BSC, there is a vast opportunity to leverage the
benefits other blockchain systems may have to offer.

Token bridges allow for the processing of a token at a higher speed and lower cost, reducing the
time spent in processing a token. Bridging benefits all parties: the holder, the transferrer, and the
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opposite blockchain systems involved. Bridging fosters the transfer of funds rapidly. The rapid
transaction rate increases the profit yielded from every transaction made.

Token bridges are also useful for converting Pugglit into a viable real-life asset for point of sale
transactions. Instant conversion is no longer a digital rarity but is now a reality. The bridge will
be useful for DApps that need a quick settlement for a flawless user experience.

Multi-chain Concept

The multi-chain open-source network permits holders to transfer tokens across multiple
blockchain systems. As Pugglit Inu aims to be on multiple blockchain systems in the future,
introducing the multi-chain concept will help investors determine the best systems to utilize for
token bridges.

Users can make cross-chain transactions in split seconds to a few minutes. Holders can trade
across chains using the liquidity pool technique or simply peg the Pugglit token.

Staking Pools

Partners who stake assets will receive the platform's utility token as rewards in exchange for
their contributions and holdings in the liquidity pools. Pugglit will move a portion of the tokens in
the liquidity pool and purchase them on special contracts, increasing the value of all partnered/
staked tokens. The higher the value of staked tokens in the pools, the better the profits investors
and Pugglit reap from staking.

Staking high valued non-native tokens control the supply and expansion of the native token,
$PUGT. Staking is also beneficial to the swap protocol, as it ensures the overall stability of the
token.

Pugglit Wallet

Pugglit wallet will be a multi-token wallet. With our wallet designed to hold tokens of all kinds,
you can buy, sell, retrieve and swap your tokens from a single wallet. Your wallet is accessible
and secure, and most importantly, you control it.
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The Pugglit Path
The successive stages Pugglit will go through include:

1st Stage- Pugglit Is Born

● Development of the Pugglit Inu token ($PUGT)

● The official launch of the Pugglit Inu website

● Pugglit Inu token presale

● Activation of HODLersTelegram account

● Launch of Pugglit on the Binance Smart Chain network

2nd Stage- Pugglit Grows

● Listing on Coin Market Cap, CoinGecko

● Marketing via social media platforms

● 10,000 members on the Pugglit Inu Telegram group

● Conversion of members on the Telegram group to Pugglit HODLers

● Third-party audit

3rd Stage – Pugglit Expands

● Active airdrop

● Creation of relative memes with the help of individuals from the Pugglit Inu community

● Better marketing tactics using influencers to encourage virtual asset owners to purchase
Pugglit

● Partnerships

● Listing on multiple digital asset exchange platforms

● 50,000 members on the telegram group from rigorous marketing of the project

● About 50,000 more $PUGT HODLers

● Improved credit facilities and cards for token holders

4th Stage- Pugglit Stays
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● Redesign of Pugglit's website

● Pugglit Swap (decentralized exchange) using a reliable swap protocol

● Bridge Pugglit on Binance Smart Chain with cross-chain networks

The roadmap is in progress, and the $PUGT token launches as soon as the most important
details and decisions necessary for Pugglit are finalized. Once launched, Pugglit will be

available to everyone who adopts the cryptocurrency.
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Tokenomics
Owning the utility token of Pugglit Inu enables investors to enjoy and reap massive profits by
just being HODLers or making better yields by staking tokens. The advantage of holding $PUGT
isn't restricted to Pugglit Inu, as $PUGT retains its value independent of its governance platform.
$PUGT HODLers retain control over the native token across blockchain infrastructures and can
make a profit from transactions made on the token.

Token Allocation

Token name: $PUGT

Token supply: 100,000,000,000

Burnt Development Tokens: 23% of the total token supply

Presale Supply: 75% of the total token supply

Developer Wallet: 2% Of the Total Token Supply

In every transaction carried out on the Pugglit platform, the transaction is taxed at an 8% fee to
be paid by the asset owner who wants to carry out the transaction. The transaction fee is split
into:

● 4% which goes to all $PUGT holders in the ratio of the token they hold

● 4% is further split into two halves. One is sold, while the second half is added to the
liquidity pool on Pancake Swap to stabilize the coin.

The distribution of Pugglit's native token, $PUGT, is not fully decided yet, but will constantly be
improved upon by token holders' full community participation and feedback.

There will be at least a 2 month vesting period.
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Conclusion
If the past decade has proven anything, it’s that centralized models for economics, finance, and
information technology are falling out of public favor. Governments, government apparatchiks,
and large corporate entities have undue control over global stores of value and the nature of the
transactional exchange. How that control is being exercised has bred much distrust in the
capacity of such centralized systems to handle the complexities of an increasingly free world.

With the emergence of blockchain technology and the alternative currency systems built on it,
the world has begun to see the enormous potential of decentralized systems in all areas of life,
most especially finance and economics.

However, no matter how much potential it has and how much it solves, any system will have its
issues that must be examined and addressed. The world of blockchain technology and
cryptocurrency is no exception to this. Our duty as purveyors of this new revolution in global
economics and finance is to identify problems within the ecosystem and work hard to address
them.

The Pugglit Inu project, though not the first of its kind, represents a timely response to some of
the imperfections in most existing crypto token systems. We firmly believe in the potential of this
project to make blockchain technology and crypto exchange even more accessible and secure
than it already is. It will also open new opportunities for cryptocurrency and blockchain users,
and prove to the world that there is a more sustainable, secure, transparent, scalable, and
people-friendly way to manage financials and economic affairs. If you are interested in investing
in this auspicious project, please visit our website or contact us for more information.


